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Fig. 1 - S3 OLCI (01.01.2020) - 18,10,6 colour composite - View of N-E Kenya & S-W Somalia at the beginning of the dry season.

Fig. 2 - S3 OLCI (16.01.2020) - 18,10,6 colour composite - View of N-E Kenya & S-W Somalia mid-January.

East Africa threatened by swarms of desert locusts
Sentinel-3 OLCI FR acquired on 01 January 2020 at 06:59:18 UTC
Sentinel-2 MSI acquired on 06 January 2020 at 07:32:09 UTC
...
Sentinel-3 OLCI FR acquired on 08 February 2020 at 07:14:17 UTC
Sentinel-2 MSI acquired on 10 February 2020 at 07:30:31 UTC
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Fig. 3 - S3 OLCI (08.02.2020) - 18,10,6 colour composite - View of N-E Kenya & S-W Somalia in the middle of the dry season.

Fig. 4 - S3 OLCI (01.01.2020) - ndi(17,8) with colour map - NDVI on N-E Kenya & S-W Somalia at the beginning of the dry season.
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On 30.01.2020, Andrew Wasike reported for Deutsche Welle: "Billions of desert locusts have darkened the skies of East Africa. The infestation could
have disastrous effects on the region that's still reeling from recent drought and aggressive flooding. The UN's Food and Agriculture Organization
(FAO) has warned locust swarms have already damaged tens of thousands of hectares and are threatening the region's food security."

2D view

These grasshoppers are innocuous while their numbers are low, and they do not pose a major economic threat to agriculture. However, under
suitable conditions of drought followed by rapid vegetation growth, serotonin in their brains triggers a dramatic set of changes: they start to breed
abundantly, becoming gregarious and nomadic when their populations become dense enough. They form bands of wingless nymphs which later
become swarms of winged adults. Both the bands and the swarms move around and rapidly strip fields and cause damage to crops. The adults are
powerful fliers; they can travel great distances, consuming most of the green vegetation wherever the swarm settles.

https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/6dbe42a911174882a96671ef69c3a939
https://www.dw.com/en/living-planet-locust-invasion-threatens-east-africa/av-52203584
https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/584e29679867403f9f0da879dc630a3a
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Fig. 5 - S3 OLCI (16.01.2020) - ndi(17,8) with colour map - NDVI on N-E Kenya & S-W Somalia mid-January.

 
Left: solitary (top) and gregarious (bottom) desert locust. Solitary locusts are distinct from gregarious locusts in their coloration, shape, scent, and
behavior. The most dramatic color changes occur among juveniles (these pictures). In mature adults, the color change is normally from brown to

yellow. Source: Compton Tucker, NASA GSFC
Right: Desert Locust situation in January 2020 - source: FAO locust watch

2D view

A communicate prepared by the FAO on 10 February 2020 states: "Breeding continues in the Horn of Africa, which will cause locusts to increase
further in Ethiopia, Somalia and Kenya with new swarms forming in March and April. Consequently, there is an unprecedented threat to food
security and livelihoods in the region.

In Kenya, numerous immature and mature swarms continue to move throughout northern and central areas. Mature swarms reached within 50 km
of the Uganda border on 6 February and other mature swarms nearly reached the Tanzania border on the 7th. Widespread egg laying and hatching
have started, and so far numerous dense early instar hopper bands are present in some central areas. Aerial and ground control operations are
continuing."

https://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/features/Locusts/locusts3.php
http://www.fao.org/ag/locusts/en/info/info/index.html
https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/bc0da093b30248128b1385366346825d
http://www.fao.org/ag/locusts/en/info/info/index.html
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Fig. 6 - S3 OLCI (08.02.2020) - ndi(17,8) with colour map - NDVI on N-E Kenya & S-W Somalia in the middle of the dry season.

Fig. 7 - S2 (06 & 08.01.2020) - 11,8,2 colour composite - View of the tri-border area.

2D view

"On 9 February, there were reports that Desert Locust arrived in northeast Uganda near Amudat (0157N/3456E). Other reports indicated that Desert
Locust had crossed the border into northern Tanzania close to Mt. Kilimanjaro, reaching Arusha and Mushi.

In Somalia, second to fourth instar hopper bands are present in the northeast near Garowe. Other infestations are likely to be present in the
northwest, central and southern areas where breeding is expected to be in progress."

2D view

"In Ethiopia, maturing swarms were present in eastern and southern areas and additional swarms moved into the Rift Valley from the south and
the north. Egg-laying and hatching are likely to be underway but so far it has not been detected. Aerial and ground control operations continue in
most areas.

Widespread hatching and band formation will occur in the coming weeks in Kenya, Ethiopia and Somalia. There remains a risk of a few small
swarms appearing in northeast Uganda, southeast South Sudan and perhaps northern Tanzania in the coming days."

https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/6dde69e287e54956bce3b554c0f4cf2b
https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/63d49f5cba124e159cbabc7577cc401d
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Fig. 8 - S2 (16 & 18.01.2020) - 11,8,2 colour composite - It is where the locust swarms first entered Kenya.

Fig. 9 - S2 (07 & 10.02.2020) - 11,8,2 colour composite - It is also the driest part of Kenya.

2D view

On 10 February 2020, UN News published the following information: "An average swarm, which contains up to 40 million insects, can travel up to
150 km in a single day and can devour enough food to feed 34 thousand people within that time." According to the FAO, this cluster of swarms,
formed by 200 billions of individuals grouped over 2400 km² will consume its own weight in vegetation daily, 400 000 tons.

"'It is these weather events which are creating the environment to facilitate the current locust outbreak', Mr. Mark Lowcock, the UN humanitarian
chief, explained. 'Unusually heavy rains and increase in the frequency in cyclones in the Indian Ocean have created favourable conditions for the
locusts to breed.'" According to FAO expert Keith Cressman, the number of cyclones in the Indian Ocean has increased during the last decade, 9 in
2019.

2D view

https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/dd5f30e56deb44c3844a98f7217d0eed
https://news.un.org/en/story/2020/02/1057071
https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/7a3d950f0a26429499da5075c83735d9
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Fig. 10 - S2 (06.01.2020) - 11,8,2 colour composite - Further west, near the Ethiopian border of Kenya.

 
Left: Desert locusts in northern Kenya - source: The Laikipia Farmers Association/Handout/EPA

Right: A man passing through a locust swarm on 17.01.2020 in Samburu, Kenya - source: Njeri Mwangi / Reuters

2D view

After three consecutive years of drought, stockbreeders now face a threat to the food resources of their cattle. Crops had already been harvested in
the Horn of Africa before the swarms arrival. Yet, if swarms are still a menace during the seeding season in March, then farmers may lose their
season entirely.

The infestation in Kenya is the worst in 70 years, while Somalia and Ethiopia are experiencing their worst outbreaks in 25 years, putting crop
production, food security and millions of lives at risk.

"With the rainy season fast approaching, countries in the Horn of Africa are in a race against time to tackle a Desert Locust invasion amidst ongoing
humanitarian challenges, the United Nations warned on Monday.", says the UNO report.

https://www.theguardian.com/global-development/2020/jan/17/locusts-swarm-into-kenya-as-un-warns-of-extreme-danger-to-food-supply
https://www.francetvinfo.fr/economie/emploi/metiers/agriculture/on-vous-explique-pourquoi-l-invasion-de-criquets-en-afrique-de-l-est-fait-craindre-une-crise-humanitaire-et-environnementale_3820113.html
https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/b671640fa0644bbf9d39ca681fbdb3f2
https://news.un.org/en/story/2020/02/1057071
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Fig. 11 - S2 (16.01.2020) - 11,8,2 colour composite - Locust swarms arrived later in this area.

Fig. 12 - S2 (10.02.2020) - 11,8,2 colour composite - These are grazing areas on which the cattle feed.
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The views expressed herein can in no way be taken to reflect the official opinion of the European Space Agency or the European Union. 
Contains modified Copernicus Sentinel data 2019, processed by VisioTerra.

More on European Commission space:

More on ESA: S-1 website S-2 website S-3 website

More on Copernicus program: Scihub portal Cophub portal Inthub portal Colhub portal

More on VisioTerra: Sentinel Vision Portal Envisat+ERS portal Swarm+GOCE portal CryoSat portal
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